
Why your logo should 
be as unique as your 
fingerprint
fin·ger·print fiNG ər print/

noun: fingerprint; plural noun: fingerprints
An impression or mark made on a surface by a person's 
fingertip, especially as used for identifying individuals from 
the unique pattern of whorls and lines.

• a distinctive identifying characteristic
• fingerprints are different even your own

• Identical twins have different fingerprints
• They are so unique they can replace passwords, ID cards and other methods of access
• Finger prints are developed while in the womb

lo·go lōgō/

noun: logo; plural noun: logos
a unique design or mark used to identify a company, product or service and incorporates a 
distinctive identifying characteristic. Embodies the following characteristics:

• unique, memorable and distinctive
• no other company logo will look like yours
• like your fingerprint you leave a different impression with your customers
• a long lifespan, your logo lasts the lifetime of the company, product or service
• a logo is developed before the company is launched

Your logo and fingerprint have a lot in common.
Amongst the vast finger print records, no two fingerprints are alike. You truly put a unique mark on 
the world with your fingerprint. Your fingerprint helps you grab hold of things and aids in your sense of 
touch. Your logo, like your fingerprint, touches the lives of others and leaves and lasting impression. 
This is why your logo should be as unique as your finger print - a mark that leaves an impression in 
the hearts your customers. 

If you are looking for unique, creative solutions that leave a mark on your customers and holds their 
attention, feel free to connect.

For now think about these questions: 

How unique is your company fingerprint? 
What kind fingerprint do you leave on the hearts of your customers? 
Why is making the right impression important to you?
When do you consistently make your mark count? 
Where does your logo leave an impression?
Let’s make your company ‘reMARKable’!

For over 25 years I've helped businesses cultivate an excellent brand through 
research, strategic design and creativity. My creative approach shows why 
one-size-fits-all design solution won’t work. I'll show you how to find what 
works based on your target audience, short, mid and long term goals, in 
addition to competitor research.- Jennifer R. Cook 
jrcook@catsinthebag.com




